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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

For the successful transition to a renewable energy source powered society, coupling of different energy sectors is inevitable. The
extreme case of a future German energy system consisting of power, heat and gas consumers supplied with 100 % renewables is
analyzed here. To find the most cost-effective system configuration, different combinations of storage and conversion technologies
are compared by performing dynamic simulations and evaluating the average costs over the period of one year.
Renewable power production is modeled by using actual power-generation curves and extrapolating the installed power for each
technology according to the German energy system framework. Final energy curves for power, heat and gas demand are created
as a result of the study. The gas demand only arises from industries using hydrocarbons as a product in processes and for high
temperature process heat.
The components of the energy system, e.g. storage and conversion technologies are modeled using the equation-based open-source
TransiEnt Library based on Modelica R©.
To obtain the boundaries of the solution scope, the comparison is started by analyzing homogeneous scenarios, e.g. All-Electric
or All-Gas with Power-to-Gas with reconversion to power and heat. To find the optimal configuration within this scope, different
combinations of power (adiabatic compressed air energy storage (A-CAES), lithium-ion battery, pumped hydro storage), heat
storage (hot water storage) and gas storage (underground storage) technologies as well as conversion technologies, i.e. Power-to-
Gas (electrolyzer with methanation), Power-to-Heat (electric heat pump, electric boiler), Gas-to-Heat (gas boiler, gas heat pump),
and Gas-to-Power (gas turbine, combined cycle gas turbine) are simulated.
The results show that a homogeneous energy system configuration where all services are supplied by either power or gas are
technically possible but not economic. Due to the limited technical potential of renewables, ecological feasibility of All-Gas
systems is limited. A combination of Power-to-Gas with combined cycle gas turbines, electric heat pumps, a lithium-ion battery
and pumped hydro storage is the option with the lowest cost. Using an A-CAES instead of the battery or adding an A-CAES to the
battery does not lower the cost.
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1. Introduction

With climate change becoming an ever-increasing concern, it is necessary to reduce CO2 emissions. A transition
to energy systems fully supplied by renewable energies is a viable solution to meet this goal but requires significant
changes in the current architecture of the energy sector. Efficiency and costs are the guidelines of this transformation.
Because the maximum renewable power generation is limited by the technical potential of the technologies, power
has to be used efficiently. Energy still has to be affordable as well, therefore several studies, e.g. [9, 20, 23, 28, 31, 38],
have been conducted to find the best configuration of the energy system under certain limits. Most of these studies
develop simplified, quasi-stationary models to estimate the need for storage in the future or to optimize cost with
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) but many effects, especially dynamic effects, are neglected. These still
have an influence on the system because storage, charging/discharging, networks and transient changes are highly
dynamic. These effects have a significant impact on the stability of the system and should be considered, especially in
the electric grid.
This paper presents a model with which the dynamic effects in coupled energy systems can be studied. In this case, the
model is used to compare different configurations regarding storage and conversion technologies. The transportation
sector is neglected due to its uncertain development.

2. Considered system

The considered system represents Germany in the distant future in which the final energy sectors of electricity, heat
and gas are supplied by 100 % renewables. Because 2050 is the furthest in the future in most studies, that year is used
in most cases as a reference.

2.1. Energy production

The energy production includes only renewables, i.e. wind (on- and offshore), photovoltaics, run-of-river, solar
thermal and biogas plants. Other renewable energy sources like geothermal, tidal and wave energy as well as other
biomass are not considered due to uncertain future development.
The installed capacity of power-generating renewables in the future, i.e. wind (on- and offshore), photovoltaics and
run-of-river plants, depends on the configuration of the overall system and the resulting efficiency. The yearly added
capacity is taken from scenario B 2035 in [11] and assumed constant for the following years until the technical poten-
tial of each technology (see Table 1) is reached. The technical potential of renewable power generators is 539.3 GWel
for Germany. For scenarios that exceed this technical potential, more photovoltaic plants are added because this po-
tential seems to be the most flexible. These scenarios are designed to show the limits of the configurations only and
are not considered as feasible options.
To obtain scalable electricity production profiles, the actual feed-in data of the year 2015 of the four transmission

Table 1. Technical potentials and fixed installed capacities for Germany in 2050.

Technology Value Unit

Technical potential: Wind offshore [23] 45.0 GWel
Wind onshore [23] 189.0 GWel
Photovoltaics [23] 300.0 GWel

Installed capacity: Run-of-river [23] 5.3 GWel
Solar thermal [23] 85.0 TWhth
Biogas [23] 96.0 TWhNCV
Pumped hydro storage [9] 8.6 GWel

52.1 GWh

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.egypro.2018.11.037&domain=pdf
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Gas (electrolyzer with methanation), Power-to-Heat (electric heat pump, electric boiler), Gas-to-Heat (gas boiler, gas heat pump),
and Gas-to-Power (gas turbine, combined cycle gas turbine) are simulated.
The results show that a homogeneous energy system configuration where all services are supplied by either power or gas are
technically possible but not economic. Due to the limited technical potential of renewables, ecological feasibility of All-Gas
systems is limited. A combination of Power-to-Gas with combined cycle gas turbines, electric heat pumps, a lithium-ion battery
and pumped hydro storage is the option with the lowest cost. Using an A-CAES instead of the battery or adding an A-CAES to the
battery does not lower the cost.
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1. Introduction
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Technology Value Unit
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system operators [2, 3, 37] is scaled daily with the installed capacity [1]. This eliminates the effect of increasing pro-
duction with increasing installed power over the year. For run-of-river plants, the curve from [44] is used and scaled
as well. To model higher degrees of capacity utilization, those curves are scaled with the full load hours. If the curve
exceeds the maximum power after scaling, it is cut at the maximum power and scaled again. This is done iteratively
until the desired full load hours are reached.
Renewable heat generation is realized via solar thermal collectors which utilize the radiation from the sun. The amount
of generated heat depends on the direct normal irradiance (DNI) and direct horizontal irradiance (DHI). The overall
curves for DNI and DHI for Germany are produced by using weighted averages of the curves of weather stations in
the six biggest metropolitan regions calculated by [6] with the regarding population [24]. Almost half of the German
population lives in those six metropolitan regions so it is assumed to be representative for Germany.
The optimal total solar thermal heat generation was found by [23] to be approximately 50 TWhth on average for house-
holds and the commerce, trade and service sector for 80 – 90 % renewable energy in the whole energy system. Scaled
up to 100 % renewables, this would lead to approximately 60 TWhth. For industrial purposes, [23] obtained 25 TWhth
as an optimum, and [13] states that this is the full potential. Thus, a total production of 85 TWhth solar thermal heat is
assumed.
As renewable gas input, biogas is used. An amount of 96 TWhNCV (related to the net calorific value) was found by
[23] to be optimal. The costs are considered as per energy specific cost in Table 3.

2.2. Energy demand

The current energy consumption is taken from [10] and split into the end use of electricity, low temperature heat
and gas, neglecting the transportation sector. This way, the different final energies can be supplied in various ways
with different combinations of conversion and storage technologies.
End use of electricity includes air conditioning, process cooling, mechanical energy (assumed efficiency for oil and
gas to mechanical energy: 35 % [44]), information and communication technology, lighting and process heat that is
already supplied by electricity. The final low temperature heat consumption consists of space heating and hot water
as well as process heat which is supplied by district heating and renewables (assumed conversion efficiencies of oil,
gas, district heating, coal, renewables and others in heat: 95 % and electricity to heat with a heat pump: 300 %). The
final gas consumption includes the non-energetic use of natural gas [35] and high temperature process heat which is
supplied by oil, gas, coal and others so far.
Relative reduction rates were obtained from the target scenario 2050 in [35] and applied to the different cate-
gories to calculate the total final energy consumption of electricity (296.1 TWhel), heat (502.9 TWhth of which
288.5 TWhth account for space heating, 170.4 TWhth for hot water generation and 44.0 TWhth for process heat) and
gas (295.0 TWhNCV) in the future (see Table 2).
For the final electricity demand curve, the ENTSO-E load profile of 2015 [19] is adjusted using the approach of
[17] to obtain an electric demand curve without electricity for heating purposes. A third degree polynomial is used
to approximate the relation between the load and the daily mean temperature averaged over the six biggest German
metropolitan regions from [15]. The temperature correction adjusts the load profile for temperatures higher than
15 ◦C. This correction is then scaled linearly to reach the value given in [10].
By using standard load profiles [7, 12], the heat profiles for space heating, hot water and process heat demand are
developed. To split up space heating, hot water and process heat demand, the hot water and process heat profile
DE HKO33 is subtracted from each profile, which includes all three demands (DE HEF33 for one-family houses,
DE HMF33 for apartment buildings, DE GHD33 for commerce, trade and services). Negative values are set to zero
and the profile is scaled to reach the same annual energy. For the industry, the profile DE GHD33 is used for space
heating. Hot water and process heat demand are assumed constant. To determine how much of the total household
heat demand is used in one-family houses and how much in apartment buildings, specific heat demands for different
ages of the buildings are used from [8] and living spaces of the buildings are taken from [26]. Those two values are
combined and total heat demands are calculated and scaled to total values from [10].
Because the non-energetic use of gas and process heat demand occurs mainly in continuous industrial applications
and there are no standard load profiles, it is assumed to be a constant load.

4 C. Bode et al. / Energy Procedia 00 (2018) 000–000

Table 2. Final energy demand of Germany in 2050.

Energy sector Application Economic Sector Value Unit

Electricity 296.1 TWhel

Gas 295.0 TWhNCV

Heat (low temperature) Space Heating One family houses 133.4 TWhth
Apartment buildings 79.0 TWhth
Commerce, trade and services 41.7 TWhth
Industry 34.4 TWhth
Total 288.5 TWhth

Hot water One family houses 78.2 TWhth
Apartment buildings 53.2 TWhth
Commerce, trade and services 32.0 TWhth
Industry 7.1 TWhth
Total 170.4 TWhth

Process heat Commerce, trade and services 5.1 TWhth
Industry 38.9 TWhth
Total 44.0 TWhth

Total 502.9 TWhth

Total 1094.0 TWh

2.3. Conversion and storage technologies

The overall system with all considered technologies is shown in Figure 1. For renewable power generation, wind
(on- and offshore) as well as run-of-river and photovoltaics plants are considered. Excess power can be stored in
pumped hydro storage units, lithium-ion batteries or adiabatic compressed air energy storage units (A-CAES) or it
can be consumed in Power-to-Gas (PtG) plants, where electrolyzers produce hydrogen which is transformed into
synthetic natural gas (SNG) consuming CO2 in methanation units. The properties of SNG are similar to natural gas
because it consists mainly of methane and small amounts of carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Thus, the present gas
infrastructure can be operated with SNG, in contrast to the use of pure hydrogen where a big effort has to be put into
adapting the infrastructure. It is assumed that there is sufficient CO2 in the system to create the desired SNG. The
SNG is mixed with biogas and stored in a gas storage. The biogas is assumed to be conditioned and consist of 100 %
methane. From there, the gas is supplied for the final gas demand, for re-electrification, employing a gas turbine or
combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT), and gas demand for heat production via gas boilers or gas air/water heat pumps.
Other heat generators are solar thermal collectors, electric air/water heat pumps and electric boilers. To fit the heat
production to the demand, hot water storage tanks are needed.
In general, the energy transmission between the different producers, converters, storage technologies and consumers
is assumed ideal, thus there are no transmission losses included in the model.
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with different combinations of conversion and storage technologies.
End use of electricity includes air conditioning, process cooling, mechanical energy (assumed efficiency for oil and
gas to mechanical energy: 35 % [44]), information and communication technology, lighting and process heat that is
already supplied by electricity. The final low temperature heat consumption consists of space heating and hot water
as well as process heat which is supplied by district heating and renewables (assumed conversion efficiencies of oil,
gas, district heating, coal, renewables and others in heat: 95 % and electricity to heat with a heat pump: 300 %). The
final gas consumption includes the non-energetic use of natural gas [35] and high temperature process heat which is
supplied by oil, gas, coal and others so far.
Relative reduction rates were obtained from the target scenario 2050 in [35] and applied to the different cate-
gories to calculate the total final energy consumption of electricity (296.1 TWhel), heat (502.9 TWhth of which
288.5 TWhth account for space heating, 170.4 TWhth for hot water generation and 44.0 TWhth for process heat) and
gas (295.0 TWhNCV) in the future (see Table 2).
For the final electricity demand curve, the ENTSO-E load profile of 2015 [19] is adjusted using the approach of
[17] to obtain an electric demand curve without electricity for heating purposes. A third degree polynomial is used
to approximate the relation between the load and the daily mean temperature averaged over the six biggest German
metropolitan regions from [15]. The temperature correction adjusts the load profile for temperatures higher than
15 ◦C. This correction is then scaled linearly to reach the value given in [10].
By using standard load profiles [7, 12], the heat profiles for space heating, hot water and process heat demand are
developed. To split up space heating, hot water and process heat demand, the hot water and process heat profile
DE HKO33 is subtracted from each profile, which includes all three demands (DE HEF33 for one-family houses,
DE HMF33 for apartment buildings, DE GHD33 for commerce, trade and services). Negative values are set to zero
and the profile is scaled to reach the same annual energy. For the industry, the profile DE GHD33 is used for space
heating. Hot water and process heat demand are assumed constant. To determine how much of the total household
heat demand is used in one-family houses and how much in apartment buildings, specific heat demands for different
ages of the buildings are used from [8] and living spaces of the buildings are taken from [26]. Those two values are
combined and total heat demands are calculated and scaled to total values from [10].
Because the non-energetic use of gas and process heat demand occurs mainly in continuous industrial applications
and there are no standard load profiles, it is assumed to be a constant load.
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Table 2. Final energy demand of Germany in 2050.

Energy sector Application Economic Sector Value Unit

Electricity 296.1 TWhel

Gas 295.0 TWhNCV

Heat (low temperature) Space Heating One family houses 133.4 TWhth
Apartment buildings 79.0 TWhth
Commerce, trade and services 41.7 TWhth
Industry 34.4 TWhth
Total 288.5 TWhth

Hot water One family houses 78.2 TWhth
Apartment buildings 53.2 TWhth
Commerce, trade and services 32.0 TWhth
Industry 7.1 TWhth
Total 170.4 TWhth

Process heat Commerce, trade and services 5.1 TWhth
Industry 38.9 TWhth
Total 44.0 TWhth

Total 502.9 TWhth

Total 1094.0 TWh

2.3. Conversion and storage technologies

The overall system with all considered technologies is shown in Figure 1. For renewable power generation, wind
(on- and offshore) as well as run-of-river and photovoltaics plants are considered. Excess power can be stored in
pumped hydro storage units, lithium-ion batteries or adiabatic compressed air energy storage units (A-CAES) or it
can be consumed in Power-to-Gas (PtG) plants, where electrolyzers produce hydrogen which is transformed into
synthetic natural gas (SNG) consuming CO2 in methanation units. The properties of SNG are similar to natural gas
because it consists mainly of methane and small amounts of carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Thus, the present gas
infrastructure can be operated with SNG, in contrast to the use of pure hydrogen where a big effort has to be put into
adapting the infrastructure. It is assumed that there is sufficient CO2 in the system to create the desired SNG. The
SNG is mixed with biogas and stored in a gas storage. The biogas is assumed to be conditioned and consist of 100 %
methane. From there, the gas is supplied for the final gas demand, for re-electrification, employing a gas turbine or
combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT), and gas demand for heat production via gas boilers or gas air/water heat pumps.
Other heat generators are solar thermal collectors, electric air/water heat pumps and electric boilers. To fit the heat
production to the demand, hot water storage tanks are needed.
In general, the energy transmission between the different producers, converters, storage technologies and consumers
is assumed ideal, thus there are no transmission losses included in the model.
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Fig. 1. Overall system.

3. Method

3.1. Approach

The aim is to compare different configurations of the system to supply it with 100 % renewables. Each configuration
is tested with different parameter sets and the most cost-efficient solution is used in the overall comparison. Because
numerous technologies are considered, there is a wide variety of configurations of the system, i.e. which technologies
are used and which sizes are needed. Due to significant computation times with the dynamic models, simplified models
are used to perform a parameter study to find and design the most promising configurations. These configurations are
then simulated with the more detailed models to obtain more accurate results and compare the different solutions.
Simulations are started with homogeneous configurations, e.g. All-Electric with only electric heat pumps, electric
energy storage (EES) technologies and Power-to-Gas for final gas demand or All-Gas with Power-to-Gas, Gas-to-
Power, gas boilers, gas heat pumps and no EES technologies except pumped hydro storage. These homogeneous
configurations are then mixed with each other to find a cost-efficient solution.
The costs are evaluated using the annuity method after [41] over a period of 20 years with an interest rate of 7 % and
no price changes over time. Included are the capital and O&M cost of all components and the variable cost of the
incoming biogas. Other variable costs, e.g. of the electricity, are not considered because the electricity is consumed
within the system. Costs for power exchange with the surrounding grid are neglected.

3.2. Models

The models used are taken from or based on the open-source Modelica R© library TransiEnt Library [4, 5, 22].
Modelica R© is an object-oriented, equation-based language which allows for dynamic simulations of multi-domain
systems [27]. Therefore, the TransiEnt Library is suitable to simulate coupled energy systems with different levels of
detail.
To make the analysis faster, all used models have a simplified, i.e. quasi-stationary, representation which is used for
the rough design of the components. Those models are solved in 900s time steps because this is the time step of
the renewable production data. Due to these large time steps, load gradients, time constants and start-up times are
neglected.
All technical and economical parameters of the components are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
The heating system is shown in more detail in Figure 2. This system is a simplification of the actual heating system.
All consumers utilizing the same heat producer (gas boiler, electric heat pump or gas heat pump) are lumped together
and take heat from one large hot water storage tank. The respective lumped heat producers, including a proportional
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Table 3. Technical and economical parameters of the system.

Wind offshore Combined cycle gas turbine
Capital cost [23] 2251 e/kWel Capital cost [21] 700 e/kWel
Yearly O&M cost [23] 68.2 e/kWel Yearly O&M cost [21] 21.0 e/kWel
Lifetime [23] 20 a Lifetime [21] 32.5 a
Full load hours [33] 4307 h Efficiency [21] 63.5 %
Wind onshore Relative minimum power [21] 37.5 %Pel,n
Capital cost [23] 1167 e/kWel Max. load change gradient [21] 10.5 %Pel,n/min
Yearly O&M cost [23] 39.7 e/kWel Time constant (assumption) 6 min
Lifetime [23] 22.5 a Start-up time [21] 19.5 min
Full load hours [23] 2250 h Gas turbine
Photovoltaics Capital cost [21] 375 e/kWel
Capital cost [23] 571 e/kWel Yearly O&M cost [21] 13.1 e/kWel
Yearly O&M cost [23] 11.2 e/kWel Lifetime [21] 50 a
Lifetime [23] 30 a Efficiency [21] 46 %
Full load hours [23] 950 h Relative minimum power [21] 14 %Pel,n
Run-of-river Max. load change gradient [21] 100 %Pel,n/min
Capital cost [23] 1600 e/kWel Time constant (assumption) 0.63 min
Yearly O&M cost [23] 32.0 e/kWel Start-up time [21] 5 min
Lifetime [23] 50 a Electric heat pump
Full load hours [33] 3989 h Capital cost [23] 956 e/kWth
Solar thermal collectors Yearly O&M cost [23] 33.5 e/kWth
Capital cost [23] 162 e/m2 Lifetime [23] 20 a
Yearly O&M cost [23] 2.1 e/m2 COP [23] 3.47 -
Lifetime [23] 30 a Electric boiler
Biogas Capital cost [18] 70 e/kWth
Variable cost [13] 50 e/MWhNCV Yearly O&M cost [18] 1.4 e/kWth
Electrolyzer Lifetime [18] 15 a
Capital cost [13] 200 e/kWel Efficiency [20] 99 %
Yearly O&M cost [13] 8.0 e/kWel Gas heat pump
Lifetime [13] 18.5 a Capital cost [23] 800 e/kWth
Efficiency rel. to NCV [28] 75 % Yearly O&M cost [23] 12.0 e/kWth
Time constant (assumption) 10 s Lifetime [23] 20 a
Methanation unit COP [23] 1.38 -
Capital cost related to 800 e/kWel

Gas boiler
electrolyzer power [13] Capital cost [13] 652 e/kWth
Yearly O&M cost related to 20.0 e/kWel

Yearly O&M cost [13] 18.3 e/kWth
electrolyzer power [13] Lifetime [23] 20 a
Lifetime [13] 25 a Efficiency [13] 95 %
Number of control volumes 5 - Pumped hydro storage
Feed/cooling temperature [34] 285 ◦C Capital cost [18] 850 e/kWel
Tube diameter [34] 0.02 m 50 e/kWh
Tube length [34] 6.94 m Yearly O&M cost [18] 10.2 e/kWel
Equivalent particle diameter [34] 0.003 m 0.6 e/kWh
Bed porosity [34] 0.4 - Lifetime [18] 40 a
Bed density [34] 2350 kg/m3 Charging efficiency [18] 88 %
Specific heat capacity of 790 J/(kg K) Discharging efficiency [18] 89 %
catalyst (assumption) Min./max. SOC [18] 0-100 %
Particle conductivity (assumption) 50 W/(m K) Max. load change gradient [40] 60 %Pel,n/min
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Fig. 1. Overall system.

3. Method

3.1. Approach

The aim is to compare different configurations of the system to supply it with 100 % renewables. Each configuration
is tested with different parameter sets and the most cost-efficient solution is used in the overall comparison. Because
numerous technologies are considered, there is a wide variety of configurations of the system, i.e. which technologies
are used and which sizes are needed. Due to significant computation times with the dynamic models, simplified models
are used to perform a parameter study to find and design the most promising configurations. These configurations are
then simulated with the more detailed models to obtain more accurate results and compare the different solutions.
Simulations are started with homogeneous configurations, e.g. All-Electric with only electric heat pumps, electric
energy storage (EES) technologies and Power-to-Gas for final gas demand or All-Gas with Power-to-Gas, Gas-to-
Power, gas boilers, gas heat pumps and no EES technologies except pumped hydro storage. These homogeneous
configurations are then mixed with each other to find a cost-efficient solution.
The costs are evaluated using the annuity method after [41] over a period of 20 years with an interest rate of 7 % and
no price changes over time. Included are the capital and O&M cost of all components and the variable cost of the
incoming biogas. Other variable costs, e.g. of the electricity, are not considered because the electricity is consumed
within the system. Costs for power exchange with the surrounding grid are neglected.

3.2. Models

The models used are taken from or based on the open-source Modelica R© library TransiEnt Library [4, 5, 22].
Modelica R© is an object-oriented, equation-based language which allows for dynamic simulations of multi-domain
systems [27]. Therefore, the TransiEnt Library is suitable to simulate coupled energy systems with different levels of
detail.
To make the analysis faster, all used models have a simplified, i.e. quasi-stationary, representation which is used for
the rough design of the components. Those models are solved in 900s time steps because this is the time step of
the renewable production data. Due to these large time steps, load gradients, time constants and start-up times are
neglected.
All technical and economical parameters of the components are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
The heating system is shown in more detail in Figure 2. This system is a simplification of the actual heating system.
All consumers utilizing the same heat producer (gas boiler, electric heat pump or gas heat pump) are lumped together
and take heat from one large hot water storage tank. The respective lumped heat producers, including a proportional
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Table 3. Technical and economical parameters of the system.

Wind offshore Combined cycle gas turbine
Capital cost [23] 2251 e/kWel Capital cost [21] 700 e/kWel
Yearly O&M cost [23] 68.2 e/kWel Yearly O&M cost [21] 21.0 e/kWel
Lifetime [23] 20 a Lifetime [21] 32.5 a
Full load hours [33] 4307 h Efficiency [21] 63.5 %
Wind onshore Relative minimum power [21] 37.5 %Pel,n
Capital cost [23] 1167 e/kWel Max. load change gradient [21] 10.5 %Pel,n/min
Yearly O&M cost [23] 39.7 e/kWel Time constant (assumption) 6 min
Lifetime [23] 22.5 a Start-up time [21] 19.5 min
Full load hours [23] 2250 h Gas turbine
Photovoltaics Capital cost [21] 375 e/kWel
Capital cost [23] 571 e/kWel Yearly O&M cost [21] 13.1 e/kWel
Yearly O&M cost [23] 11.2 e/kWel Lifetime [21] 50 a
Lifetime [23] 30 a Efficiency [21] 46 %
Full load hours [23] 950 h Relative minimum power [21] 14 %Pel,n
Run-of-river Max. load change gradient [21] 100 %Pel,n/min
Capital cost [23] 1600 e/kWel Time constant (assumption) 0.63 min
Yearly O&M cost [23] 32.0 e/kWel Start-up time [21] 5 min
Lifetime [23] 50 a Electric heat pump
Full load hours [33] 3989 h Capital cost [23] 956 e/kWth
Solar thermal collectors Yearly O&M cost [23] 33.5 e/kWth
Capital cost [23] 162 e/m2 Lifetime [23] 20 a
Yearly O&M cost [23] 2.1 e/m2 COP [23] 3.47 -
Lifetime [23] 30 a Electric boiler
Biogas Capital cost [18] 70 e/kWth
Variable cost [13] 50 e/MWhNCV Yearly O&M cost [18] 1.4 e/kWth
Electrolyzer Lifetime [18] 15 a
Capital cost [13] 200 e/kWel Efficiency [20] 99 %
Yearly O&M cost [13] 8.0 e/kWel Gas heat pump
Lifetime [13] 18.5 a Capital cost [23] 800 e/kWth
Efficiency rel. to NCV [28] 75 % Yearly O&M cost [23] 12.0 e/kWth
Time constant (assumption) 10 s Lifetime [23] 20 a
Methanation unit COP [23] 1.38 -
Capital cost related to 800 e/kWel

Gas boiler
electrolyzer power [13] Capital cost [13] 652 e/kWth
Yearly O&M cost related to 20.0 e/kWel

Yearly O&M cost [13] 18.3 e/kWth
electrolyzer power [13] Lifetime [23] 20 a
Lifetime [13] 25 a Efficiency [13] 95 %
Number of control volumes 5 - Pumped hydro storage
Feed/cooling temperature [34] 285 ◦C Capital cost [18] 850 e/kWel
Tube diameter [34] 0.02 m 50 e/kWh
Tube length [34] 6.94 m Yearly O&M cost [18] 10.2 e/kWel
Equivalent particle diameter [34] 0.003 m 0.6 e/kWh
Bed porosity [34] 0.4 - Lifetime [18] 40 a
Bed density [34] 2350 kg/m3 Charging efficiency [18] 88 %
Specific heat capacity of 790 J/(kg K) Discharging efficiency [18] 89 %
catalyst (assumption) Min./max. SOC [18] 0-100 %
Particle conductivity (assumption) 50 W/(m K) Max. load change gradient [40] 60 %Pel,n/min
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Table 4. Technical and economical parameters of the system, continued.

A-CAES Hot water storage
Capital cost [18] 650 e/kWel Capital cost [23] 1040 e/m3

23 e/kWh Yearly O&M cost [23] 1.3 e/m3

Yearly O&M cost [18] 6.5 e/kWel Lifetime [23] 20 a
Lifetime [18] 40 a Height (assumption) 2 m
Charging efficiency [18] 87 % Diameter (assumption) 1 m
Discharging efficiency [18] 78 % Number of control volumes 10 -
Min./max. SOC [18] 60-100 % Coefficient of heat transmission 0.5 W/(m2 K)Max. load change gradient [43] 10 %Pel,n/min through storage wall (assumption)
Lithium-ion battery Conductivity of water 0.6 W/(m K)
Capital cost [18] 45 e/kWel Density of water 1000 kg/m3

150 e/kWhel Specific heat capacity of water 4185 J/(kg K)
Yearly O&M cost [18] 0.5 e/kWel Gas storage

1.5 e/kWhel Capital cost [36] 6.24 e/kg
Lifetime [18] 25 a Yearly O&M cost [36] 0.12 e/kg
Charging efficiency [18] 95 % Lifetime [36] 30 a
Disharging efficiency [18] 95 %
Max. load change gradient 60000 %Pel,n/min(assumption)
Min./max. SOC [18] 0-100 %
Self-discharge rate [43] 2 %/month

Fig. 2. Heating system.

share of lumped solar thermal collectors, charge the storage to supply the consumers. It has an equivalent surface area
and volume to several small hot water storage tanks. This way, the heat losses are the same. On the consumer side,
heat for space heating is separated from heat for hot water and process heat. For space heating a heating curve with a
maximum supply temperature of 45 ◦C and a maximum return temperature of 35 ◦C at −12 ◦C ambient temperature
is used. Above 20 ◦C ambient temperature, supply and return temperature equal 20 ◦C. For the hot water and process
heat side, 60 ◦C supply and 15 ◦C return temperature are assumed. When an electric heat pump is designated as the
main heat producer, an electric boiler raises the temperature to 60 ◦C so that the output temperature of the heat pump
is lower, for efficient operation.
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3.2.1. Electric energy storage technologies
All EES models are based on the same principles. The energy content has to be between minimum and maximum

values and charging and discharging powers are limited to maximum powers. Constant charging and discharging
efficiencies can be given as well as different stationary loss models. For the pumped hydro storage and A-CAES
models, no stationary losses are considered. For the lithium-ion battery, the loss is calculated with a constant self-
discharge rate and the current energy within the battery.

3.2.2. Power-to-Gas
The Power-to-Gas station consists of two main components: the electrolyzer, which produces hydrogen, and the

methanation unit which uses this hydrogen and added carbon dioxide to produce SNG.
The electrolyzer is modeled with 1st-order dynamics and an efficiency curve of a real electrolyzer [25]. Output pres-
sure and temperature are set constant.
The model of the methanation unit represents a cooled fixed-bed reactor which contains CO2 methanation reaction
kinetics in a desired number of control volumes including mass and energy balances in axial direction as well as heat
transfer from [34]. Pressure loss, effectiveness factors of the reaction and density are assumed constant. The hydrogen
is mixed with a stoichiometric amount of CO2, preheated, converted mostly to methane and steam in the methanation
unit, cooled to a constant temperature and dried completely to zero water content. No minimum load is considered so
no buffer storage is necessary between the electrolyzer and methanation unit.

3.2.3. Gas storage
The gas storage model consists of one volume with mass balances (single components and complete mixture) and

the mass specific costs of the gas storage are calculated based on a 500 000 m3 green field cavern and cost values from
[36].

3.2.4. Gas-to-Power
For re-electrification of the SNG, gas turbines or combined cycle gas turbines can be used. The output power is set

according to minimum and maximum power values as well as a maximum gradient and 1st-order dynamics. During
start-up time, the electric output remains zero. The gas demand is calculated with the efficiency at the current electric
power using a nominal efficiency and a part load efficiency curve from [14]. To be able to cover small residual loads
as well, it is assumed that the plant consists of several small plants where the smallest unit has a power of 50 MWel
for gas turbines and 100 MWel for combined cycle gas turbines. These small units are lumped together into one large
unit with one efficiency curve and the respective low minimal load of one small unit.

3.2.5. Heat producers
The conventional heat producers (gas boilers, electric air/water heat pumps, gas air/water heat pumps and electric

boilers) produce given heat flows and the gas or electric demand of the heat producer is calculated using a constant
efficiency for the gas boiler as well as the electric boiler and COP curves for the heat pumps where the COP is
calculated depending on the temperature difference between heat source (ambient air) and sink (heating water) [30].
The renewable heat producer model (solar thermal collector) contains an energy balance with a heat capacity from
[29], a radiation model from [16] and a solar time model from [32]. Longitude and latitude for the solar time model are
calculated by using a weighted average of the coordinates of the weather stations with the population of the respective
metropolitan region. The data of the solar collector is taken from a data sheet of a real collector [42].

3.2.6. Hot water storage
The hot water storage is modeled with a desired number of axially distributed control volumes which contain water

with constant properties. The water can flow from one volume to the adjacent ones and each volume can exchange
heat with the surroundings, i.e. with neighboring control volumes by diffusion and buoyancy and with the ambient air
through the wall of the storage. Diffusion is calculated with a constant thermal conductivity of the water and buoyancy
is modeled with a time constant as in [39].
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Table 4. Technical and economical parameters of the system, continued.

A-CAES Hot water storage
Capital cost [18] 650 e/kWel Capital cost [23] 1040 e/m3

23 e/kWh Yearly O&M cost [23] 1.3 e/m3
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Charging efficiency [18] 87 % Diameter (assumption) 1 m
Discharging efficiency [18] 78 % Number of control volumes 10 -
Min./max. SOC [18] 60-100 % Coefficient of heat transmission 0.5 W/(m2 K)Max. load change gradient [43] 10 %Pel,n/min through storage wall (assumption)
Lithium-ion battery Conductivity of water 0.6 W/(m K)
Capital cost [18] 45 e/kWel Density of water 1000 kg/m3

150 e/kWhel Specific heat capacity of water 4185 J/(kg K)
Yearly O&M cost [18] 0.5 e/kWel Gas storage

1.5 e/kWhel Capital cost [36] 6.24 e/kg
Lifetime [18] 25 a Yearly O&M cost [36] 0.12 e/kg
Charging efficiency [18] 95 % Lifetime [36] 30 a
Disharging efficiency [18] 95 %
Max. load change gradient 60000 %Pel,n/min(assumption)
Min./max. SOC [18] 0-100 %
Self-discharge rate [43] 2 %/month
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share of lumped solar thermal collectors, charge the storage to supply the consumers. It has an equivalent surface area
and volume to several small hot water storage tanks. This way, the heat losses are the same. On the consumer side,
heat for space heating is separated from heat for hot water and process heat. For space heating a heating curve with a
maximum supply temperature of 45 ◦C and a maximum return temperature of 35 ◦C at −12 ◦C ambient temperature
is used. Above 20 ◦C ambient temperature, supply and return temperature equal 20 ◦C. For the hot water and process
heat side, 60 ◦C supply and 15 ◦C return temperature are assumed. When an electric heat pump is designated as the
main heat producer, an electric boiler raises the temperature to 60 ◦C so that the output temperature of the heat pump
is lower, for efficient operation.
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3.2.1. Electric energy storage technologies
All EES models are based on the same principles. The energy content has to be between minimum and maximum

values and charging and discharging powers are limited to maximum powers. Constant charging and discharging
efficiencies can be given as well as different stationary loss models. For the pumped hydro storage and A-CAES
models, no stationary losses are considered. For the lithium-ion battery, the loss is calculated with a constant self-
discharge rate and the current energy within the battery.

3.2.2. Power-to-Gas
The Power-to-Gas station consists of two main components: the electrolyzer, which produces hydrogen, and the

methanation unit which uses this hydrogen and added carbon dioxide to produce SNG.
The electrolyzer is modeled with 1st-order dynamics and an efficiency curve of a real electrolyzer [25]. Output pres-
sure and temperature are set constant.
The model of the methanation unit represents a cooled fixed-bed reactor which contains CO2 methanation reaction
kinetics in a desired number of control volumes including mass and energy balances in axial direction as well as heat
transfer from [34]. Pressure loss, effectiveness factors of the reaction and density are assumed constant. The hydrogen
is mixed with a stoichiometric amount of CO2, preheated, converted mostly to methane and steam in the methanation
unit, cooled to a constant temperature and dried completely to zero water content. No minimum load is considered so
no buffer storage is necessary between the electrolyzer and methanation unit.

3.2.3. Gas storage
The gas storage model consists of one volume with mass balances (single components and complete mixture) and

the mass specific costs of the gas storage are calculated based on a 500 000 m3 green field cavern and cost values from
[36].

3.2.4. Gas-to-Power
For re-electrification of the SNG, gas turbines or combined cycle gas turbines can be used. The output power is set

according to minimum and maximum power values as well as a maximum gradient and 1st-order dynamics. During
start-up time, the electric output remains zero. The gas demand is calculated with the efficiency at the current electric
power using a nominal efficiency and a part load efficiency curve from [14]. To be able to cover small residual loads
as well, it is assumed that the plant consists of several small plants where the smallest unit has a power of 50 MWel
for gas turbines and 100 MWel for combined cycle gas turbines. These small units are lumped together into one large
unit with one efficiency curve and the respective low minimal load of one small unit.

3.2.5. Heat producers
The conventional heat producers (gas boilers, electric air/water heat pumps, gas air/water heat pumps and electric

boilers) produce given heat flows and the gas or electric demand of the heat producer is calculated using a constant
efficiency for the gas boiler as well as the electric boiler and COP curves for the heat pumps where the COP is
calculated depending on the temperature difference between heat source (ambient air) and sink (heating water) [30].
The renewable heat producer model (solar thermal collector) contains an energy balance with a heat capacity from
[29], a radiation model from [16] and a solar time model from [32]. Longitude and latitude for the solar time model are
calculated by using a weighted average of the coordinates of the weather stations with the population of the respective
metropolitan region. The data of the solar collector is taken from a data sheet of a real collector [42].

3.2.6. Hot water storage
The hot water storage is modeled with a desired number of axially distributed control volumes which contain water

with constant properties. The water can flow from one volume to the adjacent ones and each volume can exchange
heat with the surroundings, i.e. with neighboring control volumes by diffusion and buoyancy and with the ambient air
through the wall of the storage. Diffusion is calculated with a constant thermal conductivity of the water and buoyancy
is modeled with a time constant as in [39].
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3.2.7. Control strategy
The EES and conversion technologies (electrolyzer and methanation unit as well as Gas-to-Power plant) are con-

trolled so that the electricity demand is always met. To achieve efficient operation, the storage units are sorted by
efficiency and then charged and discharged in this order. So, if there is a negative residual load, the most efficient
storage is charged. The actual charging power of the storage unit is subtracted from the residual load and the remai-
ning power is used to charge the next unit. This way, load gradients and maximum powers of the storage units are
taken into account and in an attempt to avoid residual loads. If a storage unit is full or empty, it cannot be charged
or discharged respectively and the next unit is used. The considered storage units are charged/discharged in one of
the following two orders: lithium-ion battery, pumped hydro storage, A-CAES, electrolyzer/Gas-to-Power, or pumped
hydro storage, lithium-ion battery, A-CAES, electrolyzer/Gas-to-Power. The latter takes into account that the effi-
ciency of the lithium-ion battery can be lower than that of the pumped hydro storage due to stationary losses over
time.
Due to storage components generating frequent events upon each change of state between full (state of charge
(SOC) = 1) and not full (SOC < 1) or empty (SOC = 0) and not empty (SOC > 0), hystereses between SOC = 1 and
SOC = 0.999 as well as between SOC = 0.001 and SOC = 0 are used to avoid long simulation times. However, this
slightly decreases the usable energy capacity of the storage.
The aim of the control of the heating system is to cover the heat demand at any time. This is ensured by keeping the
temperature at the top of the hot water storage 1 K above the maximum supply temperature for space heating in the
case of an electric heat pump or at 60 ◦C for the gas boiler and gas heat pump by setting an appropriate heat flow. It is
assumed that all conventional heat producers in the system are only turned on at nominal heat flow and turned offwhen
a target temperature is reached. Because all conventional heat producers are lumped together here, the switching of
individual heat producers is not seen in the overall produced heat flow curve and the lumped model is one equivalent
conventional heat producer with a constant load-independent efficiency instead.
The target outlet temperature of the electric heat pump is set to 5 K above the maximum supply temperature for space
heating and to 75 ◦C for gas boiler, gas heat pump and solar thermal collectors. The pumps in the respective branch
are controlled with these temperatures.
On the consumer side, the space heating supply temperature is reached by back-mixing of return water. The return
temperature is held by controlling the pump mass flow. The latter is done in the hot water and process heat branch as
well. When an electric heat pump is used, the electric boiler raises the temperature to 60 ◦C before the consumer.

4. Design of components

4.1. Heating System

The heating system is simulated with one equivalent conventional heat producer and solar thermal collectors to
supply the demanded heat. Different conventional heat producers can then be combined by linearly scaling all com-
ponents.
The required area of the solar thermal collectors is designed to meet the annual heat demands. For the conventional
heat producers, the nominal heat flow is set to the maximum heat flow in that year. The volume of the hot water storage
is calculated to be large enough such that the temperature at the bottom approaches close to the temperature at the top
but never fully reaches it. The resulting component sizes are shown in Table 5.

4.2. Overall System

In the system, the capacities and maximum electric powers of the EES units and sizes of electrolyzer, methanation
unit, gas storage and Gas-to-Power units are chosen so that all demands are met. The state of charge of all storage
units including the gas storage is the same at the beginning and end of the year to allow for periodic operation. The
size of the equivalent pumped hydro storage unit (52.1 GWh, 8.6 GWel for Germany) is assumed constant in the long
term, taken from [9] for 2050. Every configuration contains these and the installed power and capacity are not varied.
Different sizes of lithium-ion batteries and A-CAES are compared, and the storage sizes are designed with the simpli-
fied models for the discrete energy capacities in the interval 1, 2 . . . 9 · 1010,11...16 which results in 63 possible sizes for
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Table 5. Design parameters of the heating systems.

Heat producer power Hot water storage volume Solar thermal collector area
in GWth in mil.m3 in mil.m2

Electric heat pump El. heat pump: 147.5 45.95 327.1and electric boiler Electric boiler: 11.4
Gas boiler 156.3 35.01 329.5
Gas heat pump 156.3 35.01 329.5

Table 6. Overview of the abbreviations of the configurations.

EHP GB GHP PHS Li CAES PtG GT CCGT

Electric Gas boiler Gas heat Pumped Lithium- A-CAES Power- Gas Combined
heat pump pump hydro ion battery to-Gas turbine cycle gas

storage turbine

each storage. Also, different charging times are considered for both storage technologies. Charging times are determi-
ned by dividing energy capacity by maximum charging power and the times used for this study are ten minutes, one
hour, six hours, one day, three days and one week. For the complex models, the most significant configurations were
designed in detail to ensure that the best solution in this set of parameter combinations was found.
Small residual loads, which result from minimal loads of the Gas-to-Power units or time constants of the components,
are tolerated and given to or taken from the surrounding grid. Curtailment of the renewables is not considered, thus
all generated energy is stored in the storage units.

5. Results

The configurations are named in the following pattern: “A B C”. “A” stands for the heating system, “B” for the
storage system and “C” for the Gas-to-Power plant using the abbreviations given in Table 6. For the storage system,
the different technologies are utilized in the given order. Table 7 gives an overview of the considered configurations
and the corresponding technologies. Configurations that did not yield viable results are not listed here.
The configurations are sorted into five categories:

• All-Electric: All services are supplied by electricity using pumped hydro storage and one other EES technology,
Power-to-Gas is only operated for the final gas demand.
• All-Gas: All services are supplied using gas, there are no EES units considered except pumped hydro storage.
• All-Gas with electric and gas heat pumps: Extension of All-Gas but electric heat pumps are employed combined

with gas heat pumps.
• Li or A-CAES and Gas-to-Power: Only electric heat pumps are used to supply heat. Pumped hydro storage and

one additional EES and Gas-to-Power are considered.
• Li, A-CAES and Gas-to-Power: Extension of the former category but a lithium-ion battery and an A-CAES are

employed combined with pumped hydro storage and Gas-to-Power.
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Table 7. Considered configurations.

Category Configuration EHP GB GHP PHS Li CAES PtG GT CCGT

All-Electric
EHP LiPHSPtG X X X X
EHP PHSLiPtG X X X X
EHP PHSCAESPtG X X X X

All-Gas

GB PHSPtG CCGT X X X X
GHP PHSPtG CCGT X X X X
GB PHSPtG GT X X X X
GHP PHSPtG GT X X X X

All-Gas with GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT X X X X Xelectric and
gas heat GHPEHP PHSPtG GT X X X X Xpumps

Li or A- EHP LiPHSPtG CCGT X X X X X
CAES and EHP PHSLiPtG CCGT X X X X X
Gas-to-Power EHP PHSCAESPtG CCGT X X X X X

Li, A-CAES EHP LiPHSCAESPtG CCGT X X X X X X
and
Gas-to-Power EHP PHSLiCAESPtG CCGT X X X X X X

5.1. All-Electric

First, the extreme scenario of a system, which is mainly based on electricity (“All-Electric”), is designed. Power-
to-Gas is only operated to supply the final gas demand and all other demands are covered using electricity (electric
heat pumps, EES units). Three configurations are considered: One employing a lithium-ion battery, which is charged
and discharged before the pumped hydro storage, (EHP LiPHSPtG), one in which the lithium-ion battery is charged
and discharged after the pumped hydro storage, (EHP PHSLiPtG), and one considering an A-CAES after the pumped
hydro storage (EHP PHSCAESPtG). The energy capacity and maximum power were minimized but chosen to be
sufficiently large so that no re-electrification is necessary. Combinations of a battery and an A-CAES have been tested
as well but a more cost-efficient configuration could not be found in the simplified simulations. The design parameters
and most important results are shown in Table 8.
The results of the dynamic and the simplified simulations fit quite well. There are small deviations in the required
sizes of the components and the total costs which mainly results from the more detailed design of the storage sizes in
the dynamic simulations.
Charging the battery before the pumped hydro storage leads to a higher battery efficiency due to less stationary
losses, and thus, lowers the cost in the dynamic simulations. The cheapest solution is the usage of an A-CAES
(EHP PHSCAES PtG). Using a battery is more efficient despite the self-discharge rate, so less renewable electricity
producers are needed, and the required electrolyzer is smaller. However, the batteries are expensive, with annuities
of 279.86 bil.e and 280.86 bil.e, which is 72.28 % and 72.32 % of the total cost, compared to the A-CAES with
134.85 bil.e (55.06 %).
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Table 8. Results of the All-Electric configurations.

EHP LiPHSPtG EHP PHSLiPtG EHP PHSCAESPtG
Simulations Simplified Dynamic Simplified Dynamic Simplified Dynamic

Storage capacity in PJ Li: Li: Li: Li: A-CAES: A-CAES:
67.68 67.39 67.93 67.63 219.90 219.10

Storage charging power in GWel 96.61 96.64 96.61 96.64 96.61 96.64
Renewable electric power in GWel 408.6 411.7 410.0 413.2 430.0 433.3
Electrolyzer power in GWel 224.7 226.7 224.8 227.6 235.2 240.7
Gas storage in mil. kg 2908 3010 2916 3019 3287 3394
Battery efficiency in % 85.78 85.78 85.31 85.31 - -
Power-to-Gas efficiency 66.55 66.65 66.52 66.63 66.53 66.59related to NCV in %
Annuity in bil.e 387.96 387.19 389.10 388.35 244.65 244.92

Table 9. Results of the All-Gas configurations.

GB PHSPtG GHP PHSPtG GB PHSPtG GHP PHSPtG
CCGT CCGT GT GT

Simulations Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna-
fied mic fied mic fied mic fied mic

Renewable electric 953.8 954.7 833.8 835.0 969.9 971.2 850.0 851.8power in GWel
Electrolyzer power 593.0 587.9 510.9 507.8 604.1 598.9 522.1 519.0in GWel
Gas-to-Power power 34.25 33.84 34.25 33.85 34.25 33.84 34.25 33.85in GWel
Gas storage in mil. kg 15550 15980 12777 13131 15884 16325 13120 13485
Power-to-Gas efficiency 65.47 65.52 65.75 65.80 65.44 65.49 65.71 65.76related to NCV in %
Gas-to-Power efficiency 54.05 54.34 54.10 54.38 33.54 32.09 31.93 32.14related to NCV in %
Annuity in bil.e 175.73 175.60 160.31 160.33 176.58 176.50 161.21 161.26

5.2. All-Gas

Second, the other extreme “All-Gas” is considered: All negative residual loads after the pumped hydro storage
are consumed by the electrolyzer and the SNG supplies the heat sector using gas boilers or gas heat pumps and the
electricity sector in times of positive residual loads via re-electrification. The following configurations are considered:
Exclusively gas boilers in the heat sector and CCGT for re-electrification (GB PHSPtG CCGT), gas heat pumps and
CCGT (GHP PHSPtG CCGT), gas boilers and gas turbines (GB PHSPtG GT) and gas heat pumps and gas turbines
(GHP PHSPtG GT). The design parameters and important results are summarized in Table 9. The results of the
simplified and dynamic simulations differ slightly in components sizes but fit very well in regard of the cost.
Configurations with gas heat pumps and/or CCGT are more economic than those with gas boilers and/or gas turbines
because the higher efficiency of the gas heat pumps and CCGTs leads to a decrease in needed renewable power
generation and electrolyzer power as well as smaller gas storage volumes.
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Fig. 3. Residual loads to and from the surrounding grid for GHP PHSPtG CCGT and GHP PHSPtG GT.

Even though these configurations are much cheaper than the All-Electric scenarios, the required renewable power
generation is much higher and even exceeds its technical potential. The conversion steps from electricity to SNG
and then to power or heat are much less efficient than the direct usage of electricity in electric heat pumps. The most
efficient All-Gas (GHP PHSPtG CCGT) still requires 401.7 GWel more power from renewables than the least efficient
All-Electric scenario (EHP PHSCAESPtG), exceeding the technical potential by 295.7 GWel or 54.8 %.
There is also a significant difference in the residual loads that are exchanged with the surrounding grid. In the All-
Electric scenarios with a lithium-ion battery, only short peaks occur due to the maximum load gradients because of
the fast response time of the battery. The EHP LiPHSPtG scenario only exhibits a longer peak on that one occasion
when the battery is empty and the pumped hydro storage is used as the main supply instead, since the pumped hydro
storage has a lower load change gradient than the battery. In the All-Gas scenarios, more power is given to or taken
from the surrounding grid because the start-up times and time constants lead to a delay between supply and demand
and thus to residual loads. In Figure 3 the differences between the gas turbine and CCGT can be seen: The peaks and
delays are longer when a CCGT is used.

5.3. All-Gas with electric and gas heat pumps

Because the EES technologies are expensive but the direct use of the electricity in the electric heat pumps is highly
efficient, All-Electric and All-Gas are combined so that no EES units except pumped hydro storage are used, and elec-
tric heat pumps and gas heat pumps are mixed. Gas boilers are omitted because they are not cost-efficient. However,
CCGT (GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT) and gas turbines (GHPEHP PHSPtG GT) are still both considered because gas
turbines may be cost-efficient in this case.
Figure 4 shows that the use of electric heat pumps decreases the cost of the system and for configurations with CCGT
the decrease is even greater due to the increased need for re-electrification and therefore greater effect of the increased
efficiency of the CCGT. The minimum costs are reached at 100 % electric heat pumps in both cases but using a CCGT
is still most cost-efficient.
In Figure 5 the necessary renewable power for each configuration is shown. It is evident that almost no configuration
except those with CCGT and 100 % electric heat pumps stay within the technical potential of renewables.
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Fig. 4. Cost over share of electric heat pumps for GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT and GHPEHP PHSPtG GT.

Fig. 5. Required renewable power generators for GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT and GHPEHP PHSPtG GT.

5.4. Lithium-ion battery or A-CAES and Gas-to-Power

In the next step, one EES is added to the configuration with 100 % electric heat pumps and CCGT because this
was the most economical solution so far. The three options EHP LiPHSPtG CCGT, EHP PHSLiPtG CCGT and
EHP PHSCAESPtG CCGT are designed for various energy capacities in the interval of 1010 . . . 9 · 1016 and diffe-
rent charging times from ten minutes to one week.
In the simplified simulations, the configurations with charging times of one and six hours for lithium-ion batteries and
one and three days for A-CAES are the most economic. These configurations are thus designed in more detail using
the dynamic simulations and the results are shown in Tables 10 and 11.
Here, the dynamic and simplified results are very similar again but there are still deviations. Within each configuration,
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except those with CCGT and 100 % electric heat pumps stay within the technical potential of renewables.
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Fig. 4. Cost over share of electric heat pumps for GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT and GHPEHP PHSPtG GT.

Fig. 5. Required renewable power generators for GHPEHP PHSPtG CCGT and GHPEHP PHSPtG GT.

5.4. Lithium-ion battery or A-CAES and Gas-to-Power

In the next step, one EES is added to the configuration with 100 % electric heat pumps and CCGT because this
was the most economical solution so far. The three options EHP LiPHSPtG CCGT, EHP PHSLiPtG CCGT and
EHP PHSCAESPtG CCGT are designed for various energy capacities in the interval of 1010 . . . 9 · 1016 and diffe-
rent charging times from ten minutes to one week.
In the simplified simulations, the configurations with charging times of one and six hours for lithium-ion batteries and
one and three days for A-CAES are the most economic. These configurations are thus designed in more detail using
the dynamic simulations and the results are shown in Tables 10 and 11.
Here, the dynamic and simplified results are very similar again but there are still deviations. Within each configuration,
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Table 10. Results of the configurations with lithium-ion battery and Gas-to-Power.

EHP LiPHSPtG CCGT EHP PHSLiPtG CCGT
Charging times 1 hour 6 hours 1 hour 6 hours

Simulations Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna- Simpli- Dyna-
fied mic fied mic fied mic fied mic

Storage capacity in TJ 300 300 500 500 300 300 500 500
Renewable electric 494.7 494.3 488.6 490.1 494.0 493.8 488.9 490.6power in GWel
Electrolyzer power 280.5 279.8 276.6 276.9 280.1 279.4 276.8 277.2in GWel
Gas-to-Power power 96.61 96.44 96.61 96.44 96.61 96.44 96.61 96.44in GWel
Gas storage in mil. kg 4728 4836 4696 4827 4721 4836 4705 4838
Battery efficiency in % 90.14 90.14 90.12 90.12 90.10 90.10 90.07 90.07
Power-to-Gas efficiency 66.55 66.62 66.46 66.52 66.55 66.62 66.46 66.52related to NCV in %
Gas-to-Power efficiency 54.24 54.32 54.34 54.80 54.51 54.59 54.45 54.91related to NCV in %
Annuity in bil.e 127.44 127.41 127.28 127.47 127.36 127.35 127.32 127.53

Table 11. Results of the configurations with A-CAES and Gas-to-Power.

EHP PHSCAESPtG CCGT
Charging times 1 day 3 days
Simulations Simplified Dynamic Simplified Dynamic

Storage capacity in TJ 1000 1000 200 100
Renewable electric power in GWel 500.8 502.7 512.3 514.7
Electrolyzer power in GWel 284.5 285.3 292.0 293.4
Gas-to-Power power in GWel 96.61 96.44 96.60 96.44
Gas storage in mil. kg 4795 4943 4920 5083
Power-to-Gas efficiency 66.42 66.48 66.36 66.40related to NCV in %
Gas-to-Power efficiency 53.75 53.84 53.12 53.20related to NCV in %
Annuity in bil.e 127.86 128.13 128.15 128.43

i.e. each combination of storage type and charging time, the same storage size was found to be the cheapest except for
EHP PHSCAESPtG CCGT with a charging time of three days where a smaller storage was the best solution.
The configurations, where the lithium-ion battery is charged before the pumped hydro storage, have a higher battery
efficiency. Compared to EHP LiPHSPtG and EHP PHSLiPtG, where the battery was the only storage technology, the
efficiency of the battery is higher, with 90.07-90.14 % efficiency compared to 85.31-85.78 % due to less operation at
high capacity and thus lower stationary losses. Using an A-CAES leads to higher overall cost because the efficiency
of the storage is so much lower and is not outweighed by its lower cost.
The best parameter set in the simplified simulations was EHP LiPHSPtG CCGT with a charging time of six hours but
in the dynamic simulations EHP PHSLiPtG CCGT with a charging time of one hour was found to be cheaper. This
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Fig. 6. Variation of lithium-ion battery and A-CAES sizes with charging times of six hours (battery) and one day (A-CAES).

is due to the differences in efficiencies of the other components. In the dynamic simulations, the configurations with
charging times of one hour become more efficient and those with charging times of six hours become less efficient
compared to the simplified simulations. However, the cost of the different configurations are very similar so the results
are very sensitive.

5.5. Lithium-ion battery, A-CAES and Gas-to-Power

In the last configuration, a lithium-ion battery is combined with an A-CAES to see if there is an advantage in com-
bining the A-CAES, with cheaper large storage volumes and no self-discharge rate, with the high storage efficiency
of the battery.
The same variations have been made for both storage technologies combined as they were for one EES. However,
no advantage has been found. Every variation leads to the result that using only one storage with its most economic
charging time from the previous section is the best option. As an example, Figure 6 shows this behavior for one com-
bination. It is evident that the lowest cost can be reached with a lithium-ion battery with a capacity around 500 TJ and
no A-CAES.
Based on the similarity between the simple and complex models of the best solutions in the previous sections, it is as-
sumed that no better solution will be found with the dynamic simulations. Thus, no further simulations are conducted.

5.6. Summary

The costs of the most important configurations are shown in Figure 7. The greatest differences between the confi-
gurations can be seen in the sum and the shares of the different parts. All-Electric has the highest cost with the most
significant cost being that of the EES. The costs are reduced when smaller storage or EES is used due to the compa-
ratively cheaper Power-to-Gas-to-Power technologies. With more Power-to-Gas and Gas-to-Power, more renewable
power generators are needed because of the lower efficiency. However, it is still cheaper. The most economical confi-
guration is the one that utilizes a lithium-ion battery with a charging time of one hour which is charged and discharged
at a lower priority than the pumped hydro storage and the Power-to-Gas plant with a total cost of 127.35 bil.e.
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bining the A-CAES, with cheaper large storage volumes and no self-discharge rate, with the high storage efficiency
of the battery.
The same variations have been made for both storage technologies combined as they were for one EES. However,
no advantage has been found. Every variation leads to the result that using only one storage with its most economic
charging time from the previous section is the best option. As an example, Figure 6 shows this behavior for one com-
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ratively cheaper Power-to-Gas-to-Power technologies. With more Power-to-Gas and Gas-to-Power, more renewable
power generators are needed because of the lower efficiency. However, it is still cheaper. The most economical confi-
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Fig. 7. Summary of the most important configurations and their costs.

6. Conclusions

A comparison of different configurations of a coupled energy system supplying final energy demands of electricity,
heat and gas with exclusively renewable energies has been presented using simplified, quasi-stationary and detailed,
dynamic models. It has been proved that homogeneous configurations, based entirely on electricity or gas, are more
expensive than mixed configurations. The technical potential of renewable power generators does not suffice to supply
the whole demand, especially when a significant proportion of Power-to-Gas and Gas-to-Power/Heat technologies is
in use, whereas using no Power-to-Gas and Gas-to-Power/Heat requires large and expensive, but efficient, EES units.
A combination of Power-to-Gas with a CCGT, only electric heat pumps for the low temperature heat supply and
an appropriately sized lithium-ion battery, which is charged at a lower priority than a pumped hydro storage, has
the best cost performance. Adding an A-CAES does not further reduce the cost. An important note is that several
configurations had only slightly differing cost which means that the optimal solution is highly sensitive to the input
parameters, e.g. cost, which was also observed by [23].
A difference has been found in the electric residual loads that are supplied to or taken from the surrounding grid
depending on the configuration. If gas turbines or CCGTs are used, there will be significant residual loads due to
start-up times, load gradients and especially minimal loads throughout the whole year. In All-Electric configurations,
only smaller residual loads remain during most of the year since there are no Gas-to-Power units, but high peaks can
still occur, mainly because of the limited load gradient of the pumped hydro storage. Smaller decentral units, e.g.
small-scale combined heat and power units, which were not considered here, will reduce those residual loads caused
by the gas turbines and CCGT even more. These differences influence the resilience of the electric grid and, thus, the
whole system. This will be studied in detail in future work because it is an important aspect of energy supply that will
influence the architecture of the system.
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The simplified simulations are a useful tool for quickly evaluating various configurations of an overall system, however
they do not take into account important dynamic effects. If the resilience of a system is to be examined, dynamic
simulations will become inevitable.
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Fig. 7. Summary of the most important configurations and their costs.
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A difference has been found in the electric residual loads that are supplied to or taken from the surrounding grid
depending on the configuration. If gas turbines or CCGTs are used, there will be significant residual loads due to
start-up times, load gradients and especially minimal loads throughout the whole year. In All-Electric configurations,
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